Concrete Transport
Any desired version and combination.

1. **Wiggert flying bucket system (WKB)**
   Concrete wherever and whenever you need it:
   - Bottom discharge buckets.
   - Rollover buckets for wet cast.
   - Concrete distributors.
   - Single and double buckets (for separate transport of face and base mix concrete).
   - Designed to run on curves and on inclined tracks.
   - Satisfies the latest safety regulations.
   - 4 versions from 1.5 m³ to 3 m³ (2 cy to 4 cy) compacted concrete.
   - Flying bucket tracks are delivered as modular pre-assembled sections for easy set-up at construction site.
   - Clean-out system with automatic bucket cleaning.
   - Absolute positioning system.
   - Manual or automatic control fully integrated in our WCS control system.
   - Stand-alone control is possible.

2. **Wiggert platform cart (WPW)**
   Reliable transport for concrete buckets and other equipment:
   - Available in different sizes.
   - Payload up to 10,000 kg (22,000 lbs).
   - 4-wheel drive.
   - Safety bar, emergency stop button and in motion warning light on both sides.
   - **Control options**:
     1. Remote control with cable
     2. Remote control wireless
     3. Integration in WCS control system
   - **Energy source options**:
     1. Cable
     2. Cable with drum
     3. Energy chain
     4. Battery system (wireless)
     5. Induction (wireless)

---

Note: as with all of our equipment, some features are optional. All metric-to-imperial conversions are approximate.
A variety of combinations and executions

Adapted to our customer’s needs
Engineered in Germany
Flexible equipment program for superior concrete production across North America.

WiCoMix Plants, MobilMat Plants, CentroMix Plants.
Aggregate, Water, Cement, Admixture, Color and Fiber handling and dosing.
Planetary Countercurrent Mixers HPGM, Twin Shaft Mixers DWM,